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The Nuclear energy can prove to be the biggest to blessing to the humanity if used wisely
and the worst curse to the mankind if not considered. Moreover Middle Eastern region is
the where most of the dramatical disputes take place that the world has ever witnessed, let
it be the Israel- Palestine conflict or the Arab spring movement or rising of tensions
between USA and Iran. This is the region which has witnessed the highest number of
dispute or wars and attaining of nuclear weapons by the states in such a region can lead to
the de-stabilization and of the world political scenario. The PRC shall support the peaceful
utilization of the nuclear resources for civil purposes rather than an aim of attaining of
weapons which can destroy and hamper the peace civil stability of country and the whole
world. But here the United Nations must look into it. China shall provide support, help and
training to the scientists the countries aiming peaceful and sustainable use of the Nuclear
energy and shall also invest in their projects to provide financial funding but does not
encourage the production of Nuclear and atomic weapons. However, China also urges the
nations to sign and ratify the CWC and the BWC. Moreover China shall encourage the
construction of a Joint Nuclear Plants which shall provide energy to two or more nations at
once since the basic of having atomic research in the countries is to attain Nuclear energy
for power supply and generation of electricity. Nevertheless the reason also lying that the
successful acquiring of a Nuclear weapon by any state is not acceptable as it would start a
race to attain more nuclear weapons in the region of Middle East in order to protect their
country and securing their borders, which would ultimately worsen the situation of Middle
East which at the moment of time is already disturbed due to the Armenia- Azerbaijan
dispute. Moreover PRC would urge the European Union and the European nations to stop
creating an atmosphere of war and political instability on the basis of religion to gain selfish
interests. At the end China’s stance lies in the favor of Sustainable development of the
world and keeping the international peace and security in mind which is the reason of
existence of the United Nations, and shall always be ready to help the nations seeking
support and ensuring the Nuclear weapon free zone in the Middle East.
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